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Top international Forecasting agency
hand picks KOKET

KOKET’s Gem Lamp was selected to be a part of Vincent Gregoire 
– NellyRodi’s Beyond exhibition at the Maison & Objet Paris show this January.

About KOKET
KOKET brings empowering style to a highly edited collection of furniture & soft goods while exuding a feeling of 
entitlement, exclusivity and prestige. Our innate desire to seduce and entice KOKET devotees is perfectly illustrated 
in the collections, Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence, composed of uncompromisingly unique statement 
pieces & luscious soft goods.
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The chosen piece is the Gem lamp. This stunning fixture was designed as a tribute to a diamond’s devastating 
power of enticement and to represent the journey of the gem’s rough beginnings to it’s exquisite end. Like any 
great love affair, it starts out rugged and wild then slowly matures into something rare and eternal and beyond.

KOKET is a home decor brand with a daring design aesthetic, high impact shows, lavish presentations and the 
notoriously risqué ad campaigns all serving as an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission which is to create 
highly desirable empowering statement pieces.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty Pleasures & Exotic Opulence 
Collections. Composed of dramatic case goods, luscious upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which 
mesmerize with their magical mineral medley, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.

It is only fitting that the sculptural Gem lamp be a part of Vincent Gregoire’s cabinet of curiosities. This eye-catching 
piece is finished in aged brass with a choice of glorious glass hues for the enclosed gem. It retails for $4,274 
available exclusively to the design trade.

The NellyRodi exhibition runs parallel to the show, bringing together innovative concepts. Since 1985 the goal of The 
NellyRodi trend forecasting agency has been to inspire brands with a forward reaching vision of society and the 
market. KOKET is thrilled to have the sculptural Gem lamp be a part of this exhibition showcasing bizarre beauty, 
the strange and mysterious, the stellar and the astonishing.

Maison & Objet Paris presents a cutting edge platform for the international design trade. Premier home-fashion 
brands exhibit new collections, forecasting agencies release the latest trends, and conferences are held where 
opinion leaders share their options on today’s markets, consumer trends and emerging lifestyles.

KOKET’s presence at the Paris Design week is not limited to Vincent Gregoire’s forecasting agency NellyRodi’s 
Beyond exhibition, the brand will also present their Exotic Decadence exhibition at the Scenes d’Interieurs
pavilion & KOKET pieces will also be displaced thru out the uber exclusive COVET Lounge, where VIP clients will be 
received in the most lavish of settings.
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